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The length of a group G is the least ordinal c( such that G, = G,, 1 where G, is the ccth term of the transfinite lower 
central series. We begin by establishing connections between lower central series length and the Parafree 
Conjecture, four-dimensional topological surgery, and link concordance. We prove that the length of all surface 
groups and most Fuchsian groups is at most o. We show that the length of the group a Seifert fibration over a base 
of non-positive even Euler characteristic is at most cu. Our major result is the existence of closed hyperbolic 
3-manifolds with length at least 2~. We observe that any closed orientable 3-manifold group has the same lower 
central series quotients as a hyperbolic one. 6 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. Ali rights reserved 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS; HISTORY; MAIN RESULTS; MOTIVATION 
Recall that if G is a group and OL an ordinal, the (transfinite~ lower central series of G, G = 
G, I G2 3 . . . 3 G, 3 .a., is defined inductively by G 1 = G, G, + 1 = [G, G,] and, if x is 
a limit ordinal, G, = nB <a G,. By cardinality considerations this series must stabilize and we 
shall call the least ordinal 6 such that G6 = G 6+ 1 the ~e~g~~ of G. Herein the letter 6 is 
reserved for this least ordinal and, consequently, Gd is also the intersection of all terms of the 
(transfinite) lower central series of G. If G, = { 1) then G is said to be a&potent; if tl is finite 
G is said to be nilpotent; if IX = o then G is said to be w-nilpotent or residually nilpotent; if 
IY: is greater than o then G is said to be tra~s~niteiy nizputent. The groups G/G, are called the 
lower central series quotients of G. At the end of this section we try to indicate some of the 
interrelationships between the lower central series of finitely presented groups and other 
important topics in topology and algebra such as: homology cobordism, the Parafree 
Conjecture, link concordance, and the topological classification of non-simply-connected 
4”manifolds. This paper is concerned with the questions: 
(a) What lengths are possible for compact 3-manifold groups? and, more generally 
(b) how are the quotients G,/G,+ 1 restricted for compact 3-manifold groups? 
Herein we give a lot of new information about (a). 
The literature about the lower central series length seems parse. In 1935, Magnus [40] 
showed that free groups are o-nilpotent and hence have length w (length 2 if of rank 1). In 
1949, Malcev [40] showed that, for any ordinal LY, there exists a group of length a!. In 1962, 
Baumslag [I] showed that the fundamental groups of compact surfaces of even Euler 
7 Partially supported by the National Science Foundation DMS-91~254, DMS-94~224, DNS-9205540. 
f Partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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characteristic (except he Klein bottle) are o-nilpotent and hence of length at most o [l]. In 
1966, Hall and Hartley [26] showed that, for any countable ordinal CI, there is a finitely- 
generated group of length cc (see also [24-261). All of their examples were non-finitely 
presented. In 1991, Levine exhibited the first finitely presented group with length greater 
than w [36]. His example has length o + 1.’ The authors have recently expanded upon this 
to exhibit large families of finitely-presented groups with very large length (at least o2 at 
present count) and other desirable properties [14]. On a different but related front, in 1969, 
Thomas [56] described precisely those 3-manifolds whose groups are nilpotent. Teichner’s 
[55] recent paper is a good companion to ours. 
We now summarize our major results. Probably, the most interesting result is the 
existence of closed, orientable 3-manifold groups, even hyperbolic, which have very large 
length. This is interesting given that any hyperbolic 3-manifold group has a subgroup of 
finite index which is w-nilpotent! 
8.1 and 8.2. THEOREM. There exist closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds whose fundamental 
groups have length at least 20 (i.e. greater than o + k for all integers k). 
We observe from combining previous work of Ruberman [52] and Stallings [53] that 
any 3-manifold has the same lower central series quotients as a hyperbolic one. 
7.2. COROLLARY. Suppose M is closed, oriented 3-manifold with nI(M) z G. Then there 
exists a closed, oriented hyperbolic 3-manifold X with z1 (X) z P and an epimorphism f,: 
P + G which induces an isomorphism PIP, g G/G, f or each ordinal CC. In particular, the 
length of G equals the length of P. 
We do not know the precise lengths of these examples but they appear to be 02. The 
existence of these “pathologies” makes the following interesting. 
3.3. THEOREM. Non-abelianfundamental groups of compact surfaces have length co and are 
co-nilpotent. 
5.6 and 5.9. THEOREMS. A Fuchsian or planar discontinuous group (see Section 5) whose 
underlying surface has even Euler characteristic or non-empty boundary, and is not S2, has 
length at most CO. If the underlying surface is S2 then the group has length at most o + 1. 
6.8. THEOREM. Suppose G is the fundamental group of a compact 3-manifold which admits 
a Seifertjbering with base surface X. If X is neither S2 nor a connected sum of an odd number 
of projective planes, then length(G) < w. If X is S2 then length(G) 6 o + 1. 
On the other hand it is easy to show that almost all Fuchsian groups and Seifert fibered 
groups have length at least w. For example, 
5.10. THEOREM. If G is a Fuchsian group whose underlying surface X has x1(X) non- 
abelian then the length of G is at least CO. 
t This calculation is not in [36] but was carried out by the authors. The interested reader may write to us for a copy 
of the calculations. 
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6.10. and 6.11. PROPOSITIONS. With G as in Theorem 6.8 above, ifxl(X) is not abelian 
then G has length at least w. Zf rank H,(G) > 4 then G has length at least o. 
The reader interested only in the length calculations and not in connections to other 
areas of algebra and low-dimensional topology, should now skip to Section 2. 
1.1. The relationship between the lower central series of finitely presented groups and 
homology cobordism 
The basic interplay between the homology, in low dimensions, of a group or space and its 
lower central series was established by work of Chen, Massey, Milnor, Stallings and Dwyer 
[9, 10,43,45, 53,151. In fact, we shall employ the following theorem of Stallings so often in 
our present work that we state it for the readers convenience. 
1.1, STALLINGS’ THEOREM (Stallings [53, p. 1701). Let Na G be a normal subgroup 
contained in G2. There is a natural exact sequence 
N 
H,(G) “I, H,(G/N) - - 
CG, Nl 
- 0. 
If h: A -+ B is a homomorphism inducing an isomorphism on HI and an epimorphism on 
Hz then, for any finite n, h induces an isomorphism A/A, E B/B,; h induces an embedding 
A/A, 4 B/B,. Moreover if h is surjective it induces an isomorphism A/Am z B/B= for any 
ordinal cc (consequently A and B have the same length). 
There are similar results for the coefficient groups Z, (which we shall use in Section 8) 
and Q but we shall not state these. As an easy consequence of 1.1, if 2 manifolds M’ i = 0, 1 
are homology cobordant then their groups G’ are isomorphic modulo any term of the finite 
lower central series, i.e., Go/G: 2 Cl/GA. 
1.2. COROLLARY. If MO is homology cobordant to M’ and the length of x,(M’) = Go is 
finite then the length of xI(Mo) equals the length of xI(M’) = G’. Therefore length(G’) > o if 
and only if length(G’) 2 w. 
1.3. If one defines two groups Go, G’ to be homology cobordant if there exist maps hi: 
G’ -+ H to some third group H, which induce isomorphisms on HI and epimorphisms on 
H2 then the following question presents itself. 
1.4. Question. Is length invariant under homology cobordism of groups? 
An affirmative answer would prove the Parafree Conjecture (see below) for a very large 
class of groups. Unfortunately (or fortunately) we shall herein resolve 1.4 in the negative for 
general finitely-presented groups (see 9.1). 
1.2. The relationship between the length of J-manifold groups and the “Parafree Conjec- 
ture” 
Recall that a group G is parafree of rank m if G/G,, E F/F,, n E Z + , where F is the free 
group of rank m, and G, = {ej [2, 3, 541. The “Parafree Conjecture”, due to G. Baumslag, 
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is: “A finitely generated parafree group G has EfZ (G; Z) = 0” [32]. A parafree group of rank 
1 is easily seen to be free using Stalling’s theorem. A “proof” of the parafree conjecture 
appeared in [23] but that proof has been found to have gaps. We remark that the nilpotent 
completion of F, @(F/F,), is an infinitely generated parafree group of rank m whose 
second homology group is uncountably generated if m > 1 [S]. The parafree conjecture has 
relations with link concordance invariants, homology cobordism, the Kervaire conjecture, 
Whitehea~s Asphericity conjecture and with lengths of 3-manifold groups. As regards the 
latter we have the following. A group G is called almost pa@&x if there is some free group 
F and homomorphism F + C which induces isomorphisms F/F, + G/G, for all positive 
integers n (this is called weakly parafree in [22] and almost parafree in [32] ). Thus if G is 
almost parafree then G/Gw is parafree. 
1.5. THEOREM. Assume the rank of the abelianization of all groups is greater than 1. The 
following are equivalent. 
Pp: The Parafree Conjecture is true. 
&‘9? ~very~njte~y generated almost parafree group G has length o (see [32]). 
6: Every finite E-group has length co. (Recall a finite E-group is the fundamental 
group of a finite 2-complex Y such that HI (Y) is torsion-free and Hz (Y; Z) = 0 
Clll*) 
9: If G is the fundamental group of a closed orientable 3-manifold and G is atmost 
parafree, then G has length w. 
Remark. It is interesting that .Y, which is restricted to finitely presented 3-manifold 
groups, can imply 9 which has to do with all finitely generated groups. 
Proofof Theorem 1.5. First note that dip J * d since every E-group is almost parafree 
[l 1, p. 6431. Suppose G is almost parafree. Then G/G, is finitely generated and parafree. It 
follows that B * &P since, by Stallings’ Theorem, if H,(G/G,) = 0 then G, z G,+ 1. 
Moreover 9 follows a fortiori from Se9. The following will show 6 *P. 
1.6. LEMMA. Given any finitely generated almost parafree group G there exists a$nite 
E-group E and an epimorphism E 5 G which induces an isomorphism E/Em L GIG,. 
Proof: Since G is almost parafree, H,(G) z Z” for some m. Choose a generating set 
(Xi,Yj/l di<m,l <j < k) for G such that {Xi) is a basis for G/G,. Then, for each j there 
Yj = (no= IX;“) j f w or some nij where Wj lies in the commutator subgroup of the free group 
on Cxi, yj>. Let E = (xi, yj 1 J’j =~t (ny= rXf’J)Wj 1 <j < k, 1 6 i < m), and f: E -+ G be the 
obvious epimorphism. Clearly, f induces an isomorphism on Eil. One sees by inspection 
that E is a finite E-group. Consider the maps F 5 EAG where F is free on {Xi> and 
g(xJ = xi. Therefore, p g induces an isomorphism on abelianizations and hence induces 
epimorphisms F/F,, -+ GjGn for each n. Since G is almost parafree GjGn g F/F,. Since F/F,, 
is nilpotent, hence Hopfian, these maps F/F,, -+ G/G,, induced by fig are isomorphisms. 
Similarly g induces isomorphisms F/F, --) E/E,. Therefore f induces isomorphisms 
E/E, + G/G,. Since f is surjective it follows that f induces an isomorphism 
EjE, z G/G,. cl 
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Applying Lemma 1.6 with G a finitely generated parafree group we see that 
HZ(G) g H&Z/E,) z E,/E,+ 1 (since H,(E) = 0) so d * 9. 
It will suffice now to show that “not &” implies “not g”. Suppose E is a finite E-group 
and y E E, - E,+l. Let C = E/(y), so C is finitely presented and EL C induces an 
isomorphism on abelianizations and indeed E/Em z C/C,. In particular, C is almost 
parafree. Moreover, the class [y] E H,(C) is not zero (form K(C, 1) by attaching a 2-cell 
along y to the 2-complex associated to E then adding 3 and higher-dimensional cells as 
needed) since, indeed, its image in H2(C/Co) z H,(E/E,) z E,/E,+ 1 is not zero (the fact 
that [y] E H,(E/E,) maps to y under the Stallings’ map is clear, for example, from the proof 
of Stallings’ theorem in [SS]). 
Given a group C as above, we shall construct a 4-manifold Y whose boundary will be 
the 3-manifold counterexample to F. For specificity consider a presentation P of C ob- 
tained from a finite presentation for E associated to a 2-complex with Hz = 0, by adding the 
relation y. Construct a 4-manifold Y such that rrr(Y) g C by adding a one-handle to B4 for 
each generator of P and a 2-handle for each relator of P. The final 2-handle, attached to the 
null-homologous loop y should be attached with framing f 1. Then H,(Y) z Z generated 
by this last 2-handle and the self-intersection of this class is + 1. It follows that the map 
H2(Y)+ H,(Y, aY) is an isomorphism (note H2(Y,dY) is free abelian since 
TorH,(Y, aY) g TorH2(Y) g TorH,(Y) z 0). Since Y has no 3-handles, H1(Y, 3Y) z 0 
and hence Hl(dY) + H,(Y) is an isomorphism. Let G = rcr(aY). Then the inclusion i: 
G-C is an epimorphism which induces an isomorphism G/G2 z C/C2. Consider a map 
F 5 G which induces an isomorphism on abelianizations and hence epimorphisms y: 
F/F,, --+ G/G,, and epimorphisms io g : F/F,, + C/C, for all n. Since CJC, g F/F,, and F/F, is 
Hopfian, the maps iog are isomorphisms from which it follows that F/F, g G/G, g C/C,. 
Therefore G is almost parafree. Since i is surjective, G/G, r C/C, and hence i, : 
H,(G/G,) -+ H2(C/C,) is an isomorphism. Suppose that G had length w so G, z G,+ I and 
(from 1.1) H,(G) -+ H,(G/G,) is onto. It would follow that the image of [y] under the map 
Hz(C) + H2(C/C,) pulls back to a class CI E H,(G) i.e., i, 0 z*(p) = z*([y]). This is a contra- 
diction since H2(aY) -+ H,(Y) is the zero map so H,(G) 5 H,(C) is also the zero map 
implying q.([y]) = i*on&?) = ~*oi* (/?) = 0, but we have previously observed that 
n&y]) # 0 in H2(C/Co). Therefore G is a counterexample to y and we have shown “not 8” 
implies “not y “. n 
For a slightly smaller class of groups we can be much more specific about which 
3-manifold groups are related to the Parafree Conjecture. 
1.7. THEOREM. For the class Y of all groups G such that rank(H1(G)) = m > 1 and G is 
normally generated by m elements, the following are equivalent: 
9: The Parafree Conjecture is true for groups in Y. 
~$9”: Every almost parafree group G in Y has length o. 
2’: The fundamental group of the exterior of every ribbon link in S3 has length 01. 
Equivalently the group of the O-surgery along a ribbon link has length co. 
&: Every Jinite E-group E in 5‘ has length o. 
Proof First note that 9 * dg * 6 as in Theorem 1.5. It is also well known that, for 
any ribbon link group G, the map G -G/G, factors through an epimorphism to a finite 
E-group E of rank m [28, pp. 23-251. It follows from Stallings’ theorem that G/Gw z E/Ew 
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and hence that d Q 51?. For if E, z E, + 1 then H&/E,) z 0, implying H,(G/G,) z 0 which 
implies G, g G,+ I as above. Conversely, it is shown by Bellis [4; Theorem 3.4] that, for any 
finitely generated E-group in Y, there exists a ribbon link in S3 with group G and an 
epimorphism d, : G-HE which is an isomorphism on abelianization. Therefore, G/G, $ E/E, 
(by Stallings’ theorem) so H,(G/G,) g H,(E/E,) g E,/E,+ 1. If the length of G is o then 
H,(G) --f H,(G/G,) is surjective. From the naturality of Stailings’ exact sequence with 
respect o # : G + E, one easily concludes that ~~~E/E*) z 0 and hence that E has length 0~. 
Therefore & * 6. 
It remains only to show 6 * 9’. Suppose G is a finitely generated parafree group of rank 
m lying in Y, generated by {xi 11 < i 6 L >. Suppose G is normally generated by 
(yi 11 <j < m> where xi = #jl, qikyT{Qi 1, Let EZ (xi,yjIxi = jJFzl ~/&~q~~) and de- 
fine 4: E + G by #(xi) = xi, ~~yj) = yj. Note E is normally generated by m elements. The 
proof is then completed as above in Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 1.6. 
Since the longitudes of a ribbon link lie in Gbr the group of the O-surgery has the same 
lower central series quotients and length as that of the ribbon link. 0 
For any integer N there exists a finitely presented group G in 9 such that F/F, s G/G, 
for all n < N but length(G) > w [14]. However, we are not able to resolve the Parafree 
Conjecture at this time. 
Note that since every ribbon link is concordant o a trivial link, every ribbon link group is 
homology cobordant (in the sense of 1.3) to a free group. Hence if length were an invariant 
of general homology cobordism then %! would be true, implying the Parafree Conjecture for 
groups in 9’. In fact it would suffice that length be invariant of homology cobordism for 
almost parafree groups. 
1.3. The relationship between the lower central series of finitely presented groups and 
fear-dimensional topological surgery 
The lower central series has arisen repeatedly in the quest to identify, in dimension 4, for 
which fundamental groups G the “basic machinery of manifold theory, the surgery and 
5dimensional s-cobordism theorems exists in the topological category [22, p. 11 ” [17-20, 
Ch. 6,211. This machinery is known to exist when G is “good” (subexponential growth) [Zl] 
and “suspected to fail for non-abelian free groups and hence for a “random” group [22]“. 
The general set-up for surgery involves a compact 4-manifold N with a degree 1 normal 
mapf: N + X, and the “surgery kernel” in H&V, Z[nl(X)]). The lower central series arises 
in the following way. To perform surgery on 4-manifolds one attempts to realize certain 
two-dimensional homology classes in the kernel by embedded 2-spheres. Reducing to 
a relative version, one has a certain circle y which bounds a surface in a 4-manifold and one 
hopes to find an embedded a-disk with boundary y in this relative homology class. All the 
successful work in this area has involved approaching this problem via certain infinite 
constructs involving either disks (Whitney disks) or surfaces (gropes, half-gropes, capped 
gropes); depending on the treatment ([8, 17, 201). For precise definitions the reader is 
referred to [Zl] and [20]. However, we can give the reader the basic idea. If [y] E G2 then 
y bounds a mapped in surface. if [y] E G3 then y bounds a mapped in surface Sz with 
standard symplectic basis {ai, bi 1 i = 1, . . . , g) such that ai bounds a mapped in surface 
SJ,iforeachi = 1, . . . , g. Then S1 u IJ~= 1S3.i is called a half-grope of class 3 for y. The loop 
y bounds a map of a half-grope of class k if and only if [y] E Gk [21, Lemma 2.11. In infinite 
constructions one often desires an co -grope. Note that if [y] E G,, then [y] E Gk for each 
k but this merely guarantees the existence of a grope of class k for each k and these might not 
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be related to each other. In fact, y bounds a map of an cc -grope if and only if y E Gd [21, 
Lemma 2.2]! Therefore, it would be highly desirable if the length of G were at most o, for 
then G, = Gd. In Section 8 we exhibit the first examples of compact 3-manifolds whose 
groups have length greater than omega. 
We shall now make a specific connection between the Parafree Conjecture and four- 
dimensional topological surgery. Although this connection seems provocative, it may not 
be fundamental. But first, in order to make the connection we must refer more precisely to 
the major result of [21]. There N is a compact topological 4-manifold, Y is a rcl-null, 
codimension 0 submanifold such that H,(Y) g Hi(aY). N+ is the complex obtained from 
N by attaching 3-cells to 2-spheres in N representing a free basis for the image of H,( Y). Let 
c = 7rr(Y). 
FREEDMAN-TEICHNER THEOREM 1.1 (Freedman and Teichner [22, Theorem 1.11). Gioen 
(N, Y) as above, ifH2(C) -+ Hz(C/C,,) is the zero map for all n then there exists a 4-manifold 
N’(aN’ = aN’) and a simple homotopy equivalence h: (N’, aN’) + (N+, 8N’), i.e. a manifold 
structure on N+. 
This theorem is then applied to successfully perform surgery on a mapf: N + X with 
vanishing surgery kernel carried by such a Y (see [21, Corollary 1.21). The power of the 
theorem, as pointed out by Freedman and Teichner, is that whereas previous results had 
relied on finding a submanifold Y whose second homology is “spherical”, that is Hz(C) = 0, 
their theorem only requires sphericity modulo each finite term of the lower central series. 
One way in which their hypothesis could be satisfied is if, in fact, HZ(C) + Hz(C/CJ is 
the zero map, a priori stronger than their condition that Hz(C) -+ H,(C/C,) be zero for each 
finite n. We shall show below that the first condition is in fact equivalent o their condition if 
and only if the Parafree Conjecture is true, and thus is stronger than their condition if and 
only if there exists an almost parafree hyperbolic 3-manifold group of length greater than Q. 
1.8. THEOREM. Given 4-manifolds Y c N as above (nI(Y) + n,(N) is zero, 
HI(8Y) E H,(Y)) such that (N, Y) satisfies the hypotheses of Freedman-Teichner’s The- 
orem 1.1 in that Hz(C) + H2(C/C,,) is zerofor allfinite n, but Hz(C) -+ Hz(C/CJ is not zero, 
there is a counterexample to the Parafree Conjecture and there is an almost parafree closed 
hyperbolic 3-manifold group which has length greater than w. Conversely if there exists 
a counterexample to the Parafree Conjecture, then there is a pair of 4-manifolds (N, Y) as 
above which satisfies the hypotheses of Freedman-Teichner’s Theorem 1.1 that 
H,(C) + Hz(C/C,,) is zero for all n, while Hz(C) + Hz(C/C,) is not zero. 
Proof of 1.8. The condition HI(dY) g H,(Y) is quite strong. It implies Hz(Y) and 
H,(Y) are free abelian and that Hz(8Y) -+ HZ(Y) is the zero map [21]. Thus there is a map 
F 5 C which induces isomorphisms on abelianizations. Using Dwyers’ extension of 
Stallings’ theorem, the fact that Hz(C) + H,(C/C,) is zero for each n implies f induces 
isomorphisms F/F,, E C/C,. Hence, C/C, is a finitely generated parafree group and 
H,(C/C,) # 0 since the map H,(C) + H,(C/C,) was assumed to be non-zero. Thus, C/C, 
is a counterexample to the Parafree Conjecture. By Theorem 1.5 “not 9” implies “not y” 
as desired. 
Conversely, if the Parafree Conjecture fails then “not 9” implies “not &” as in Theorem 
1.5. Looking back at the proof of “not 8” implies “not 5” in Theorem 1.5, we see that we 
constructed a compact 4-manifold Y with almost parafree fundamental group C which 
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satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.8. This Y may then be embedded in 4-manifolds N, 
such that zl(Y) -+ ~~(~~ is zero, in many inequivalent ways. 0 
We remark that, while no example of Theorem 1.8 is currently known, one can write 
down an example (N, Y) which fails the Freedman-Teichner criterion in that H,(C) -+ 
H2(C/Cn) is non-zero for some 72. 
1.4. The relationship between lower central series and link concordance 
The relationship between the lower central series of G = nl (S3 - L) for a link L of 
m circles in S3 and the concordance class of L is well established. In the 195Os, Milnor, 
building on work of Chen, defined his p-invariants, a sequence of increasingly discriminat- 
ing invariants which inductively detect whether or not the meridional map F + G induces 
an isomorphism F/Fk g G/Gk for finite k. Milnor’s invariants are zero if and only if G is 
almost parafree or, equivalently, the longitudes of L lie in G,. Since the exterior of 
a concordance is a homology cobordism between the link exteriors, Stallings’ theorem 
showed that the quotients G/Gk as well as Milnor’s invariants are invariant under concord- 
ance. It is known that fKs~5ns of boundur~ links have vanishing ~-invariants yet are not in 
general concordant to trivial links or even any boundary link [12, 13-J. Therefore efforts 
have turned to finding invariants “beyond G,” [ 11, 33-36, 50, 51-J. For example, it is still 
unknown whether or not the longitudes of a null-concordant link must lie in Gs as they do 
for the trivial link (see property W above). All of this work is concerned with certain 
“universal groups” to which all link groups map and which, therefore, can be used to define 
invariants for all links. The invariants lie, loosely speaking, in HZ and H3 of these groups. 
The groups are P, the algebraic closure of the free group F, as defined by Levine [35] and 
Vogel [33], and F, the algebraic closure of F in its nilpotent completion l$(F/F,), due to 
Levine [343. It was shown by Levine that F z p/p_ and that H,(f;Z) = 0. Thus, using 
Statlings’ exact sequence, H*(F) = fiJE’,+ 1 so H,(F) = 0 if and only if the length of P is u. 
E is not very well understood but Levine showed that it is a direct limit of higher- 
dimensional ink groups (n.b. these are always almost parafree - see ~~29 above) so the 
length of E is related to the length of such groups and hence to the “conjectures” listed 
above. Moreover, it follows from Levine’s work that F is a direct limit of finitely generated 
parafree groups and hence the Parafree Conjecture for groups in Y directly implies 
H2(F) = 0 and length (P) = w. The “Strong Parafree Conjecture”, that a finitely generated 
parafree group has Hz = 0 and is of cohomological dimension at most 2, implies H3(F) = 0 
and hence that invariants associated to P by Levine and Orr always vanish. 
2. NOTATION, ELEMENTARY FACTS, SIMPLE EXAMPLES OF LENGTH OF ~MAN~FOLD 
GROUPS 
In this paper we use the convention [a, b] = aba- ‘b- ‘. 
The following elementary results will be used throughout. 
2.1. PROPOSITION (see Magnus et al., [41, Theorems 5.1, 5.31). Let a, b, c be elements of 
a group G. Let n be a positive integer and 3: an ordinal. 
(a) Zf a E G, then ab = ba mod G,+ 1. 
(b) If[a, b] E G, and [a, c] E G, then [a, bc] zz [a, b][a, c] module G,+ 1 and so [a, b]” = 
[a”, b] E [a, b”] module G, + 1. 
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2.2. PROPOSITION. Let A, B be groups with lengths {(A) and t(B). 
(a) 1f f: A + B is an epimorphism then [(A) > min {w, 8(B)}. 
(b) If r: A + B is a retraction (i.e., there is a homomorphism i: B --f A such that roi is the 
identity) then [(A) 2 6(B). 
(c) (A x B)= g A, x B, and e(A x B) = max {{(A), e(B)}. 
Remark. (b) is false for a general epimorphism since any group is a quotient of a free 
group with length w. 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. (a) Suppose not. Then e(A) = n < C!(B) so there is some 
bEB,--B,+,. One checks that the restrictionf: A, + B, is onto (this fails if n is not finite), 
so there is some a E A,, such that f(a) = b. Since e(A) = n, a E A,+ 1 implying b E B,+ 1, 
a contradiction. For (b), if r is a retraction then r : A, -+ B, is onto for any ordinal CI so the 
argument for (a) applies. Part (c) is clear. cl 
The following ideas are important to our construction of elements in Gd and G,. 
2.3. DeJnition. Let p be a positive integer. An element g E G is called a generalized 
periodic element of period p, or a generalized p-element if, for any positive integer n, there is 
an integer k = k(n) such that gpk E G,. Equivalently, g is of order a power of p in each G/G, 
for n finite. 
Example. The group K of the Klein bottle has a presentation (u, t 1 [u, t] = tw2) and it 
follows that [u, [u, . . . , [u, t] . ..]I = t’ - 2r and hence that t is a generalized 2-element. The 
dihedral group D” of order 2n has a presentation (u, t ) u2 = utu- ‘t = t” = 1) and 
t2* E Dg+ 1. Thus t is a generalized 2-element. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Zf a and b are generalized periodic elements of G of relatively prime 
orders p, q then [a, b] E G,. 
Proof We proceed by induction. Suppose [a, b] E G,. It suffices to show [a, blPk E G,+ 1 
and [a, blq’ E G, + 1 for some k, t. Choose k, t such that up’ E G, and bq’ E G,. By 2.la, 
[a, blpX = [up”, b] modulo G,+ 1 and so [a, blP” E G,+ i. Similarly for [a, blY’. cl 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Let a and b be periodic elements (torsion) of the group G of relatively 
prime orders p and q. Then [a, b] E Gg. (It suffices that apt commutes with b and b4’ commutes 
with a.) 
Proof: Suppose up” commutes with b and bq’ commutes with a. By induction suppose 
[a, b] E G,. Then merely apply the argument of the Proof of Proposition 2.4. 0 
A few words are in order about the relationship between nilpotence, transfinite nil- 
potence and length. If G, = {e} then clearly the length of G is at most CI. Thus, a nilpotent 
group is of finite length equal to its nilpotency class and an w-nilpotent group (G, = {e}) 
has length at most o and, in fact, equal to w unless it is nilpotent. We shall often use 
residually nilpotent (for any g E G, there is a normal subgroup N of G such that g#N and 
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G/N is nilpotent) instead cu-nilpotent since they are equivalent. But the reader must be 
careful not to conclude anything in the other direction, for there are many groups which are 
of length 1 (perfect groups) or length 2 (see below), for example, which are not transfinitely 
nilpotent. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. If the abelianization of G # e is cyclic then G has length 2. 
Proof The surjection h: G -+ G/G2 satisfies the hypothesis of 1.1 so G/G,, z 
(G/G2)/(G/G2),. Since G/G2 is abelian, the latter quotient is G/G2 if n > 1. Therefore 
G, # Gz. 0 
2.7. PROPOSITION. Let p be a prime. The groups Z * Z, Z * Zph, Z,t * Zpm are of length 
w and residually nilpotent. 
Proof The group Z,# * Zpm is not nilpotent since a nilpotent group which is generated by 
a finite number of elements of finite order must itself be finite which these groups are clearly 
not. It follows that Z * Z and Z * Z,I fail to be nilpotent. It is a theorem of Malcev [40] that 
these groups are residually nilpotent (see also [38]). Alternatively, a free product of 
residually finite p-groups is residually a finite p-group [41, p. 4171. Since finite p-groups are 
nilpotent, these groups are residually nilpotent. Hence in each case G, = {e} and so length 
(G) < o. If the length of G were n < o then G, = G, = {e} which is a contradiction. 0 
The reader is warned that Zz * ZJ and Z * Z6 are not even transfinitely nilpotent since 
commutators of elements of order 2 with elements of order 3 lie in Gs by Proposition 2.5. By 
Proposition 2.6, QZ, * Z,) = 2 while QZ * Z,) B w since it maps onto Z * Zz. 
2.8. PROPOSITION. The dihedral group D of order 2” ’ is (k + 1) -nilpotent and has length 
k + 1. The “in$nite dihedral group” (u, t 1 u2 = utu- ‘t = 1) has length o and is residually 
nilpotent. 
Proof: If D = (u, t Iu2 = utu-‘t = tzX = 1) then there is an split exact sequence 
1 -+Z2~+D-+Z2 -+ 1. It can be shown directly (by induction) that Dm+l z 2’“Z2, so 
D h+ i g {e) and D,, # {e>. The infinite dihedral group maps onto any finite dihedral group 
so has length at least w by Proposition 2.2(a). But the infinite dihedral group is Z2 * Z2 
hence is residually nilpotent by Proposition 2.7. Therefore it has length w. q 
Now we list examples of 3-manifold groups of length 1, 2, n and w to give the reader 
a feeling for the situation. 
(2.9) A group has length 1 if and only if it is perfect so the group of any homology 
3-sphere has length 1. 
(2.10) If G is a non-trivial abelian group then G2 = {e} so G has length 2. Therefore 
3-manifolds with abelian group such as S’ x S’ x S’ have length 2. There are many more 
examples with length 2 however. According to Proposition 2.6, if H,(M) is cyclic then 
rci(M) has length 2. Examples are knot complements and their O-framed surgeries. 
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(2.11) To find closed 3-manifolds with any prescribed finite length it is convenient o 
look among those with finite, nilpotent fundamental groups [56]. For example the general- 
ized quaternion group Q” of order 4n, presented by (u, t ) u2 = t” utu- ’ = t- ’ ) is the group 
of the Euler class n circle bundle over RP(2) with orientable total space. Killing u2 gives the 
dihedral group of order 2n. When n = 2’ the latter is (k + 1)-nilpotent and has length k + 1 
(see Proposition 2.8). Since Q” is a Z2 central extension of D”, it is easy to see that Q2” is 
(k + 2)-nilpotent and has length (k + 2). Therefore, for any positive integer k there is 
a closed, orientable 3-manifold with finite fundamental group of length k. 
(2.12) The circle bundle over a torus with Euler class 1 has the Heisenberg roup, F/F3, 
as its group and hence has length 3. The Euler class n bundles also have nilpotent groups of 
length 3 (2 if n = 0). 
(2.13) The length of a non-abelian free group is w by [42], so if M = #f= 1 S’ x S2 for 
k 2 2 then the length of nl(M) is w. Moreover if M = Ml # M2 were H’(Mi; Z,) # 0 for 
i = 1,2 then 7c1 (M) maps onto Z, * Z, and hence has length at least o by Propositions 2.2(a) 
and 2.7. This idea can be formalized as follows. 
Suppose M is a closed, connected, 3-manifold and M = # Mi its prime decomposi- 
tion. Let fi be obtained by eliminating all Mi which are homology spheres. Then there is 
a degree one map M + Ii% which induces an isomorphism on H1 so, by Stallings’ theorem 
we have: 
2.14. PROPOSITION. rcl(M) and TC~(I’$ have the same length and isomorphic lower central 
series quotients. 
Similarly, let fip be obtained by eliminating all Mi which are Z,-homology spheres. We 
say M is Z,-homology prime if fip is prime. 
2.15. PROPOSITION. If M is not Z,-homology prime then x1(M) maps onto Z, * Z, so has 
length at least o. 
In Section 6 we observe that almost all Seifert fibered 3-manifold groups have length at 
least w. Together with Proposition 2.15, we begin to see that it seems clear that “most” 
3-manifold groups will have length at least w, but we cannot formalize this. 
3. SURFACE GROUPS 
Let X be a compact, connected surface and G its fundamental group. In this chapter we 
see that, if x(X) < 0, then G has length w and is residually nilpotent. We also give partial 
results about when G is residually a finite p-group and prove a key proposition about finite 
extensions of such groups. These facts will be crucial in our analysis of the lengths of 
Fuchsian groups and the groups of Seifert-fibered 3-manifolds. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Zf H- G where H is residually a finite p-group (p prime), and G/H is 
a jinite p-group then G is residually a jnite p-group. 
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Proof It suffices to find, for an arbitrary non-trivial h E H, a normal subgroup N of 
G such that h#N and G/N is a p-group. Since H is residually a finite p-group, there is Ma H 
of index p” which does not contain h. If {gi 1 i = 1, . . . , pm} are coset representatives for H in 
G then let N = fip_ 1 Mi where Mi = giMg; I. Then N is normal in G and H. Since h$N, it 
remains to show that G/N has order pk. Since the order of G/H is a power of p it suffices to 
show that the order of H/N is a power of p. Consider the projections 71i : H/N + H/M,. 
Noting that Mi is of index p” for all i, if [x] E H/N then x”’ E Mi so xp” E N. Therefore H/N is 
a p-group. 0 
We can now combine Proposition 3.1 with results of G. Baumslag to show the following. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. All surface groups are residually finite 2-groups and hence residually 
nilpotent. Zf x(X) is even and X is not the Klein bottle, then G is residually a jnite p-group for 
any odd prime p. 
ProoJ: Baumslag has shown that closed surface groups of even Euler characteristic 
(except the Klein bottle) are residually free [l]. Since free groups are residually finite 
p-groups for any p [41, p. 4171, the above groups are residually finite p-groups for all primes 
p. Any closed non-orientable surface group has an index 2-subgroup which is the group of 
an orientable surface so, applying Proposition 3.1, such groups are residually finite 2- 
groups. Since finite p-groups are nilpotent, all surface groups are residually nilpotent. 0 
3.3. THEOREM Let X be a compact, connected surface and G its fundamental group. If 
x(X) < 0 then the length of G is w. If X is the Klein bottle then the length of G is w. Otherwise 
G is abelian and its length is 2 (or 1 if G is trivial). 
ProoJ: In the cases where G is not abelian it is easy to see that G maps onto Z2 * Z2, the 
infinite dihedral group, and hence has length at least w by Propositions 2.2(a) and 2.7. 
By Proposition 3.2, G has length at most o. 0 
3.4. Remarks. If G is a group containing a non-trivial generalized q-element t, then G is 
not residually a finite p-group if (p, q) # 1; for if 4 : G + P is any epimorphism and P is 
a finite p-group then 4 factors through G/G,, for some finite n so 4(t) is of order qk and hence 
is trivial in P. It follows a fortiori that such a group is not residually free. Therefore, the 
group of the Klein bottle is not residually a finite p group for odd p since the presentation 
(u, t ( [u, t] = tw2) reveals that t is a non-trivial generalized 2-element. The groups of the 
other surfaces of even Euler characteristic ontain no generalized p-elements for any prime 
p since they are residually free. The group of RP(2) # RP(2) # RP(2) is not residually free. 
We do not know if the odd Euler characteristic surface groups are residually finite p-groups 
for odd p and this ignorance obstructs the extension of our results to all Seifert fibered 
spaces. We suspect hat these surfaces of odd genus greater than 1 do not have generalized 
p-elements for any p. 
4. FREE PRODUCTS OF FINITE CYCLIC GROUPS 
Any free product A of cyclic groups has length at most w. In this section we prove this in 
the case that each factor is$nite cyclic. In the case that the order of every factor is a power of 
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a single prime p, it follows from early work of Malcev that A is residually nilpotent so 
A, r {e} [42]. But in all other cases A will fail to be transfinitely nilpotent, so showing 
A, 1 A,+1 is more difficult. 
Definition. If G is a group, T(G) is the subgroup generated by the set of elements of the 
form [a, b] where a and b are of relatively prime (finite) orders in G. Each such element is 
called a T-element. 
Note that T(G) is a characteristic subgroup of G and, by Proposition 2.5, is contained in 
Gdr the intersection of the terms of the lower central series. Therefore we have 
T(G) c G;, c G, in general. 
Definition. G has Property T if G, = T(G). 
Hence, a group with Property T is of length at most CO. A residually nilpotent group has 
Property T (trivially). A torsion-free group cannot have Property T unless it is residually 
nilpotent. Thus, for example, the fundamental group of the exterior of a non-trivial knot or 
non-trivial ribbon link does not have Property T. 
4.1. THEOREM. Suppose A # {e} is a free product of finite cyclic groups. Then A has 
Property T. A has length LO unless the orders of thefree factors are pairwise coprime in which 
case A has length 2. Moreover, ifA = (cl, . . . , c, 1 cf’ = 1)ni > 2, and {pI, . . . , pt} is the set of 
distinct primes in the prime decomposition of n1n2 . . . n, and ni = p’j’ . . . py . . . p;“, 
1 < i < m, 1 <j < t!, thfen A, is normally generated by K = (CC?, $1 lj # V, kij = ni/py, 
k,, = n,/p::, } and A/Am z XI= 1 B, where B,, = Z,;,, * Z,;, * ‘.. * Z,;., , and Z,? is generated by 
f (cf,J) , kij = ni/p?J. 
Proof: It is easily seen that we may assume that A is a finite free product since any 
element of A lies in such a finite free product which is a retract of A (see Proposition 2.2(b)). 
Therefore, suppose A g (cl, . . . , c, 1 c: = 1) where ni > 2, and ni = n$= 1 py for 
{Pi, .” , p/l\ distinct primes. Note that for each i there is an obvious epimorphism $i: 
Z r;.,* ... *z r;’ -+ Z,,! (given by abelianization) and that this map is an isomorphism on Hi. 
Therefore, letting A” = *y= 1 *I= 1 Z,;,, there is an obvious epimorphism 4: 2 -+ A which 
induces an isomorphism on Hi and an epimorphism on Hz (since H,(A) = 0) and hence 
induces an isomorphism modulo any term of the lower-central series. If A” is generated by 
rij, 1 < i < m, i 6 j < e then ~(aij) = ~9 where kij = m/p?. We can express m z * j’= 1 Bj 
where Bj 2 *y= 1 Z,;i generated by {Crij}. Then the kernel of the epimorphism rr: 
A” + x I= 1 Bj = B is normally generated by the set of T-elements { [tlij, CC~J ) j # v}. Exam- 
ining pi above, one sees that the kernel of $ is normally generated by { [Orij, Xi”] 1 j # V> SO 
that 71 factors through 4 inducing an epimorphismf: A ++ x $= 1 Bj. Since the kernel of rr lies 
in &, IC induces an isomorphism rr : a/& + B/B6. Hence, f induces an isomorphism f:
A/ As -+ B/BB. But a free product of residually finite p-groups is a residually finite p-group 
hence Bj is residually nilpotent [41, p. 4171. It follows that B is residually nilpotent. Thus, 
f: A/Ad + B is an isomorphism, A, g Ad, and f: A/A0 + X $= 1 Bj is an isomorphism. The 
kernel off is normally generated by {[4(aij), ~$(cr,,)] 1 j # v} as desired. Since these are 
T-elements, A, c T(A) and hence A, = T(A). Hence A has Property T. 
Since A has Property T its length is at most w. If the orders of free factors are pairwise 
relatively prime then map from A to its abelianization is an isomorphism on HI and an 
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epimorphism on H,. By Stallings’ theorem, then A has the same length as an abelian group, 
that is, 2. Otherwise there is an epimorphism from A to Z,* 2, for some prime p so 
&(A) > C(Z, * Z,) = ok by Proposition 2.2(a). Thus the length of A is o. rJ 
5. FUC~SIAN AND PLANAR DISCONTINUOUS GROUPS 
In this section we discuss the length of planar discontinuous groups in preparation for 
studying the groups of Seifert fibered 3-manifold groups. 
In this paper, for simplicity, a F~c~si~n group will be defined as a group which admits 
a presentation of one of the following two forms: 
5.1. G= at,bt, . . . . ay,bqrctr . . . . c,, Jr, -..,dklCf’=l fi cjr”I d(.= I”r [ai,bJ 
j=l f=l i=l > 
where nj > 2. 
5.2. G= ai ,..., u~,c~, . . . . cm,dl, . . . . dkI~y-;l fi cjfi df=fial 
j=t I=1 i=l > 
This is a serious abuse of language although not without precedent in the literature (e.g. 
[29]). If one sets p(G) = 2 - 2g - k - cj”= 1 (1 - l/‘ai) in 5.1 (in case of 5.2 replace 2 - 2g by 
2 - g). Then it is known that if p(G) < 0, G can be realized as a group of orientation- 
preserving motions on the hyperbolic plane, i.e. a true ~~c~s~~~ group. If p(G) = 0 then 
G can be realized as a group of motions on the Euclidean plane, i.e. a cryst#liographic group. 
If p(G) > 0 then G can be realized as a group of motions on the 2-sphere [57, pp. 122 & 155]. 
The quotient of G by fci) is the group of a compact surface X of genus g with k boundary 
components which is orientable in 5.1 and non-orientable in 5.2. This is called the s~rfuce 
underlying G and adjectives such as closed, orientable, non-empty boundary, genus and 
Euler characteristic will be applied to G but refer to its underlying surface. It will also be 
convenient o introduce the signature of G, (a, g, nl, . . . , n,) where E = + 1 according as G is 
orientable or not. Note that free products of cyclic groups (k # 0) and surface groups 
(m = 0) are examples of Fuchsian groups so our work of Sections 3 and 4 will not be in vain. 
As is standard in treatments of Fuchsian groups, it will be convenient o define a specific 
“capped surface” Y of which G is the fundamental group. Given a presentation of form 5.1 
or 5.2, let X denote the underlying surface (with boundary) and let X,, be X minus the 
disjoint union of m open 2-disks. Now form Y from X0 by adjoining m 2-disks to these new 
m components of 6+X0 via maps of degree ni. Then ni(Y) g G and Y shall be called the 
cupped-spruce of G (actually corresponding to the particular presentation). Moreover, 
borrowing from the language of orbifolds, we shall use cone point of G to refer to one of the 
ci and the order of the cone point shall be the corresponding ni. 
5.3. THEOREM. Let G be a Fuchsian group whose cone points are each of order a power of 
a fixed prime p. 
(i) if p = 2, G is a res~du~lly~n~te 2-group, hence res~duu~ly ~~f~otent, Hop~~n and of 
length at most w. 
(ii) tfp # 2 and we assume the underlying surface of G has either even Euler characteristic 
or non-empty bu#ndar~?, then G is residually ~l~lpotent, Hop&m, ofiength at most w and, 
if G is not the group of the Klein bottle, is residually a finite p-group. 
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5.4. Remarks. Such Fuchsian groups almost always have length at least w and hence, in 
the cases covered by Theorem 5.3, almost always have length precisely w. For, if g > 1, 
G maps onto a surface group of negative Euler characteristic (see Theorem 3.3). If k > 1 then 
G maps onto some Z, * Z, unless E = f 1, g = 0, k = 1 and the Hi are pairwise coprime; or 
E = - 1, k = 1, g = 1 and m = 0. In th e a 1 tt er cases G has length 2. This leaves only the 
casesk=0,g61untreated.Ifg=1,k=OthenGmapsontoH*(ci~c~=1,~~~~~ci=1) 
whereH=ZxZifs= +1andH=Z2ifs= -l.Therefore,ifs= +lGwillmaponto 
Z * Z, (and hence have length at least o) unless the group (ci 1 CT = 1, nci = 1) is perfect. If 
E = - 1 the same holds unless this group has H’(; Z,) = 0. We shall not pursue the 
scattered remaining cases. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. If G has non-empty boundary then G is isomorphic to a free 
product of copies of Z and Z,.. . Since a free product of residually finite p-groups is again 
a residually finite p-group, we are done in this case [41, p. 4171. 
We now assume that we are in the closed case. We may also assume that G is not the 
group of the Klein bottle since Proposition 3.2 handles that case. The proof is accomplished 
by induction using Proposition 3.1 and the following lemma which, in the orientable, 
positive genus case can be found in [16, Theorem 3.11. 
5.5 LEMMA (Compare Hempel[27, p. 1193 and Edmonds [16, Theorem 3.11). Let G be 
a closed Fuchsian group with signature (E, g, p”‘, . . . , p”-), for some prime p, which we suppose 
is not ( - 1, 2) i.e., G is not the Klein bottle group. Then there is a finite filtration, 
Gka Gk_la ... a G1 = G where Gt/Gt+l is a finite abelian p-group and Gk is the group of 
a closed surface which, in case p is odd, has signature (E, g’) which is not ( - 1,2), and where 
g’ E g mod 2. (Itfollows that G has a normal subgroup G’ such that G/G’ is ajnite p-group and 
G’ is a surface group as abooe.) 
First let us see that Lemma 5.5 implies Theorem 5.3 for the closed case. If p = 2, 
Propositions 3.1,3.2 and Lemma 5.5 imply Theorem 5.3 directly, since all surface groups are 
residually finite 2-groups. 
If p is odd and the Euler characteristic of the underlying surface of G is even then g is 
even as is gk. By Proposition 3.2, Gk is a residually finite p-group and so, using Proposition 
3.1 we see that G is a residually finite p-group. Therefore the proof of Lemma 5.5 will 
complete the proof of Theorem 5.3. 
Proof of Lemma 5.5. We loosely follow [27, pp. 119-1201. Given a capped surface Y as 
defined above we define the complexity of Y, c(Y), to be the maximum of the orders of the 
cone points. We begin with the capped surface of G with complexity @“I, . . . , p”“). If m = 0 
then G is not the Klein bottle and so G = Gk satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 5.5. 
Otherwise, given such a Y, we shall find a regular covering space P such that 7 is a capped 
surface whose cone points are each of order a power of p, c(y) < c(Y), G/rtl(P) is a finite 
abelian p-group and, if p is odd, has signature not equal to ( - 1,2) and @ = g mod 2. This 
then defines G2 = 7r1(p) and is the inductive step. 
Clearly any $-fold regular cover of Y will be a capped surface P whose underlying 
punctured surface _$, is a p’-fold cover of X0. Hence if p is odd, p will be orientable if and 
only if Y is, and @ = g mod 2. Finally, we claim that G2 = 7r1 (8) is not the group of the Klein 
bottle. For if so then p(Y) = 2 - g - CT= r(1 - l/p”*) would have to be zero since it is well 
known that this “orbifold Euler characteristic” multiplies under covers [57]. But it is easy to 
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check that this happens only for m = 0, g = 2 or p = 2, m = 2 which are excluded since p is 
odd and G is not the group of the Klein bottle. 
Moreover a “cone point” or “cap” of Y of order p”* will lift to qi disjoint caps of order 
p”l/qi where qi divides pr. Therefore, it suffices to find an epimorphism 4 from G onto a finite 
abelian p-group such that, for each i where p”’ = c(Y), @(Ci) # 0 since the cover correspond- 
ing to such a 4 will reduce complexity. 
If there are k caps of maximal order p’ where k > 2, say corresponding to cl, . . . , ck, then 
define tf,: G-+ xF:~Z, by #(q)=(l,O, . ..).#(c2)=(0,1, . ..).4(ck_i)=(0, . . . . l), 
@(cJ = ( - 1, - 1, . . . ) - I), (b(Ci) = 0 if i > k, $(ai) = @(bi) = 0. In both orientable and 
non-orientable cases this 4 suffices. 
Now suppose G is orientable and there is only one cap of maximal order p”‘. If g > 0 
we can do a preliminary p-fold cover of Y defined by #(at) = 1, $(ai) = I = $(b,) = 0 
if i # 1. The resdting P will have p caps of maximal order and c(P) = c(Y) and we can 
then apply the argument above. If g = 0 and m Q 2 then G is cyclic of order a power of p 
and we can take P to be the universal cover of Y. If g = 0 and m > 3 then map 4: 
G-HZ+ by $(ci) = 1, &cz) = - 1, (b(Ci) = 0 if i > 2. This completes all cases when X is 
orientable. 
Now suppose X is non-orientable with one cap of maximal order p”‘. If p is odd define 
(I,: G-nZpa, by +(ci) = 1, (p(cJ = 0 if i > 1,1$(2a~) = 1 and 4(Ui) = 0 if i > 1. In case p 
is 2, we can do a preliminary I?-fold cover 4 : G -+ Z2 by $(al) = 1, 4 (all others) = 0 which 
results in p with 2 caps of maximum order without increasing complexity and reduces to an 
earlier case. 
The last remark of Lemma 5.5 may be shown as follows. The group Gk may not be 
normal in Gk _ 2 but it is normal in Gk _ 1. Redefine Gk to be the intersection of its conjugacy 
classes in Gk _ 2. This new Gk is normal in Gk _ 1 and Gk _ 2, and, by the proof of Proposition 
3.1 is of index p” in G,, _ 2 for some n. Now ignore Gk _ 1 and consider Gku Gk _ 2 u Gk _ 3 and 
proceed as above to shrink Gk to get it normal in G k _ 3. Eventually, we shrink Gk to G’ which 
is normal in Gi = G and of index a power of p. Finally, note that we have replaced the 
filtration by one where Gk is normal in G, but the general remarks above still hold to restrict 
the topological type of the surface of which Gk is the fundamental group. 0 
5.6. THEOREM. Let G be a Fuchsian group whose underlying sur+ace is not S2 and 
either has eoen Euler characteristic or has non-empty boundary (excludes precisely a 
connected sum of an odd number of projective pianes). Then G has Property T, hence length at 
most 0. 
ProoJ: We assume the notation of 5.1 and 5.2 and our earlier discussion of capped 
surfaces. Let A = (cl, . . . , c, / c? = 1) as in Theorem 4.1. Let N be the subgroup of 
G normally generated by (et>. Let S be zl(X) where X is the surface underlying G. Cl 
5.7. LEMMA. There is a monomorphism *sfSA z G whose image is N. 
Proof. Since X # S2, X # RP’, its universal cover J? is a contractible surface with deck 
translations S and contractible fundamental domain P. We shall assume S has a presenta- 
tion obtained from 5.1 or 5.2 by setting Ci = 0 so that we are implicitly choosing lifts of the 
generators of S to generators of G. S acts on 8, tiling 2 by copies of P. Delete from _? the 
orbit of m disjoint open 2-disks in P so that the result is the regular S-cover of X0. Then 
in each translate of P, adjoin to the ith boundary circle a set of 2-disks (E 1 s E S> by maps 
of degree ni. The resulting space P has on it a free, properly discontinuous action of S so 
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p: 7 + s/S 5 Y is a regular cover. Clearly N = p,(rri(P)). Moreover xi(P) E *sssA in 
a natural way. Under this identification, letting 4 = p*, we complete the proof. 0 
Consider the exact sequence 1 + d % G : S + 1 where d = *sesA. Recall from 
Theorem 4.1 that A, is normally generated by the set K = {[cp, cF] lj # o, kij = ni/py, 
k,, = q/p?’ 1 w h ere Yli = n;= I py, 1 < i < m. Let K, be the corresponyg set in the sth-copy 
of A in d and let K* be the normal closure of IJK, in d. Clearly d/K* z *s,s(BP1 x ... x BP,) 
E 93 where B,, is as in Theorem 4.1. Now we shall force all copies of B, to commute with 
copies of B,, j # 1;, if we kill all elements of the form [bz, bi] where j # v, s1 # s2 and 
b;; denotes a generator of one of the free factors of the s1 copy of B,, in g. Recall from 
Theorem 4.1 that these factors are generated by (f((cr,~)s~) 1 1 < i < WI, kij = ni/py}. There- 
fore let L 7 { [(cf”)sl, (c?)“‘] 1 j # v, s1 # s2} and L* be the normal closure of L in d. Hence 
&/L*K* z a/f (L*) z X i= 1Mj where Mj E * sssBp,. Also observe that 4(U K, u L) c G 
is precisely the set of elements of the form [sicps, ‘, s2cFst ‘1 where 
j # c, kij = nJp%, k,, = nt/pzC. Let m = 4(L*K*). Since L*K* is normal in d and since 
UsKsu L is “S-invariant”, m is normal in G. 
Since the orders of cp and c?c are py and p? respectively, and since j # v, w c T(G). Let 
G = G/iii. It suffices to show G, z {e} since this will imply that G, z T(G) and hence that 
G has Property T. 
Note that we have an exact sequence 1 + O:=1Mi s G J+ S + 1. Suppose 9 E G,. 
Since S is residually nilpotent by Proposition 3.2, g = $(x1, . . . , xI). It clearly suffices to 
show each Xi is zero. By symmetry it suffices to consider xi. Consider the projection Y1 : 
X:=. 1 Mi + Ml, and the commutative diagram below: 
f# - n 
l------i x;=~M~- G-S- 1 
Y’I 
1 I II 
Y 
- 
l- Ml - G,-S- 1. 
One verifies that $ (kernel ‘I’,) is normal in G since Ml is an “S-invariant” subgroup. It will 
then suffice to shown (Gi), = { e sincethenY(g) =OimpliesY1(xl, . . ..x/)=xl = O.For } 
this purpose it is necessary to identify G,. 
We claim that G, z G/(9) where 9 = {&’ 1 i = 1, . . , m}. The kernel of ‘I’i is normally 
generated in X I= 1 Mj by f((cF)“) w h ere s E Y and j # 1. Therefore the kernel of Y in G is 
normally generated by (c> I 1 < i < m, j # 1). Since kij = ni/py and j # 1, p>’ divides the 
exponent of c?. Thus, kernel Yi c (S). On the other hand, for fixed i, gcd{kijl j # 1) = p;” 
so :ip c kernelYi. We also can see that G/(S) E G/(S) so we get a presentation for G, by 
adding ,9 to the relations of 5.1 or 5.2. We then see immediately that G, is a Fuchsian group 
with underlying surface group 9 with cone points each of order a power of pl. By Theorem 
5.3, G, is residually nilpotent. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.6. 0 
We can handle the genus zero case but unfortunately it seems to require special 
techniques and our conclusion is weaker. We are only able to show that the length of such 
a group is at most (ti + 1. Yet we do not know an example of such a group with length 
0 + 1. 
5.8. THEOREM. Let G be a Fuchsian group with genus zero. Then G, E T(G)N where 
N-=z G and [N, G] c T(G). 
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5.9. COROLLARY. The length of a Fuchsian group of genus zero is at most w + 1. 
Proof of 5.9. G,+ 1 c [T(G)N, G] c T(G) c Gg. Thus G,,, = Gs. 
Proof of 5.8. G has a presentation (ci 1 < i < m) c? = 1, fly= lci = 1). 
Our first step will be to prove that we can assume each ni is a prime power (the primes 
will vary). Suppose n1 = p;’ . . . pp:’ where the pi are distinct primes. Consider the Fuchsian 
group c” = (b,, . , b,, cl, . . , c, 1 by = 1, CT, = 1, nl= 1 bjny=z ci = 1). We shall define 4: 
G” + G and show that 4 : (?/T(c) + G/T(G). 1s an isomorphism. Then it is easy to verify that 
G satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 5.8 if and only if G does. Since G has at most (m - 1) 
cone points of non-prime-power order, we can continue this reduction process until we can 
assume all orders are prime powers. It remains to define 4. Since gcd{nJpy 1 1 < j d e} = 1, 
we may choose integers xj such that I:= 1 xj(nJp;i) = 1. Let yj = xj(ni/py) and note that 
(yj, pj) = 1 and that yj is a multiple of p: if i # j. Define 4(bj) = C? and 4(ci) = ci for i > 2. An 
inverse Y to the induced map 4: G/T(G) + G/T(G) is constructed by setting 
Y(ci) = bI . . . b, and Y(ci) = (‘i if i > 1. TO see that ‘I’ is well-defined, note that 
[bi, bj] E T(6) if i # j so Y(c’;‘) = (b, . . b,)“j = by1 . . . by1 = 0 in (?/T(c). Furthermore, 
Y 0 I E b-y . . . bp = b;’ in G/T(G). Since yj = 1 modulo p:, it follows, with a little 
checking, that Y is & ‘. This completes the first step of the proof. 
We now assume each ni = pi’ for some prime from {pI, . . . , p,}. Re-order and re-index 
the C'S SO that Cj F {cji, . , c,,,~,} is the set of those c’s whose orders are powers of the prime 
pj. Note that commutators of elements from distinct Cj are T-elements. Let N be the normal 
closure of the set 9 = { 6,) . . . ,6, ) where Sj = n?= 1 cjk 9 the product of the elements of Cj. 
We claim that [N, G] s: T(G) For if ck$cj then [Sj, ck] c T(G) since the order of ck is 
relatively prime to pj; and if ck E Cj then, using the relation ny= 1 Ci = 1, we see that 
bj = n, + j6i modulo T(G), implying [Sj, $1 = [nl +,di, ck] = 0 in G/T(G) since 6i is 
a product of c’s which do not lie in Cj. It remains only to show G/T(G)N is residually 
nilpotent. Merely note that G/N is a free product of Fuchsian groups F, * F2 * . . *F,, each 
of genus zero, such that Fj has cone points of order various powers of pi. Therefore the map 
G/N + G/T(G) N factors through X $= ,Fj. By Theorem 5.3 and Proposition 2.2(c) the latter 
group is residually nilpotent, so the map G -+ G/T(G)N factors through G/G,. It follows 
immediately that G, c T(G)N as desired. q 
5.10. THEOREM. Let G be a non-trivial Fuchsian group whose underlying surface is X. If 
x1(X) is not abelian then length(G) 2 w. If the first betti number of G is at least 3 then 
length(G) b co. More precisely, if X # S2, # RP2 then either G r Z, G z Z x Z or 
length(G) 2 co. Therefore, ifX is neither S2 nor a connected sum of an odd number of projective 
planes then either the length of G is precisely co or G E Z or G 2 Z x Z or G 2 *Z,, where 
(ni, nj) = 1, in which cases the length of G is 2. 
Proof: G maps onto rci(X) so the first claim of the theorem follows from Proposition 
2.2(a) and Theorem 3.3. If P’(G) 2 3 then rc,(X) cannot be abelian so the second claim of 
Theorem 5.10 follows. Now suppose X # S2 and X # RP2 and z,(X) is abelian. Then X is 
either an annulus, a Moebius band, a 2-disk or S’ x S’. If X is an annulus or a Moebius 
band then G maps onto some Z * Z, unless m = 0 in which case G 2 Z. If X = 0’ then 
G maps onto some Z, * Z, unless G = *Z,,, where (ni, nj) = 1. If X = S’ x S’ then either 
G = Z x Z or G maps onto the group (a, b 1 [a, blP = 0) for some prime p, which can be 
shown to have infinite length. For the last claim of Theorem 5.10, apply the above and 
Theorem 5.6. 0 
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6. SEIFERT FIBERED 3-MANIFOLD GROUPS 
In this section we show that the fundamental group of a compact Seifert fibered 
3-manifold with a base surface of even Euler characteristic which is not S2 (or with 
non-empty boundary) has length at most w. If the base surface is S2 we can only show the 
length is at most cc) + 1. In the case that base surface is closed and or odd Euler character- 
istic we can say nothing only because of our ignorance concerning those surface groups! We 
would expect that all Seifert fibered 3-manifold groups have length at most o. Conversely, 
at the end of this section we observe that the length of most Seigert fibered groups is at least 
o, in particular if the first betti number is at least 4 then this is true. 
6.1. THEOREM. Let G be a central extension 1 -+ N L G : P + 1 of a group P where 
P has Property T (see Section 5). Then G, = (Nn G,)G6, and G,+ 1 = Gd. More generally, 
upon omitting the word “central” above, it is suficient that T(P) is the normal closure of 
{[Z(R), Al) where CN, PiI = [ai, Nl = {e}. 
Proof We identify N with i(N). Suppose g E G,, so rc(g)~ P, = T(P). It follows that 
n(g) = nf= 1 vi [ai, bi] I?;’ where ai, bi are of relatively prime finite orders, say pi and qi in P. 
Choose elements 4i, q, pi of G in the inverse image of 9i, Ui, bi respectively. Let 
h = n:= i ci [Ki, /Ii] [L’ i so g = nh for some n E N. It will suffice to show that, for any ordinal 
‘J, [Cci, Bi] E G;,. Since Z(Mi) is of order pi, ap’ lies in the center of G and similarly for /IT. Then 
apply Proposition 2.5 and we are done. 0 
6.2. THEOREM. Suppose G is the fundamental group of a compact 3-manifold which has an 
orientable Seifert$bration (the circlejbers can be continuously oriented) over a base surface 
X which satisjes one of the following: 
(i) 8X f 8, 
(ii) X is closed and orientable, 
(iii) X is closed, non-orientable with even genus. 
In cases (i) and (iii) G has length at most w. In case (ii) G has length at most w + 1, and, 
ifX f S2, G,/G,+I is a (possibly trivial) cyclic group generated by a power of the regular 
fibre. 
Proof Let N be the subgroup generated by a regular fiber t. It is well known that G has 
a presentation of one of the following forms [27]: 
6.3. G = t, aI, bl, . . . , a,, bg,cl, . . . ,Cm,dl, . . . ,dJQ = t“, [Ci, t]. 
= [ai, t] = [bi, t] = [di, t] = 1, 6’ fi Cj fi d, = fi [ai, bi] 
j=l /=I i=l > 
6.4. 
G= t,a,, . . . . ay,cl, . . . . cm,dl, . . . . dkI~~~=t’~,[c;)t] 
= [ai, t] = [d, t] = 1, tb fi cj fi d, = fi a? 
j=l /=I i=l i 
where ni 3 2 and (ni, Si) = I. 
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Thus, there is an exact sequence 1 + N --f G L P + 1 where P is a Fuchsian group with 
underlying surface X, satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5.6 except in the case that X is 
S2. The latter case will be handled separately. Therefore P has Property T and Theorem 6.1 
applies to G to show that G, = ( tN)Gw + 1 for some integer N. In cases (i) and (iii) it is easy to 
see from 6.3 or 6.4 that t represents an element of infinite order in the abelianization so 
tN f G, implies N = 0 and consequently G, z G,+i. 
Now assume X = 5’. Then we have the exact sequence 1 -+ N + G : P -+ 1 where 
Theorem 5.8 applies to P to say that P, c T(P)M where Ma P and [M, P] c T(P). 
It suffices to show that, if g E G,, then the element [ci, g] lies in Gd (since G,+i is 
normally generated by {[ci’ ‘, g], [ti” ‘, g] 1 g E G,}). We proceed by induction. Recall from 
5.8 that Ma P is the normal closure of (6,) . . . , 6,) where 6j = nj”= t c”l”ajPj” where 
Cj= 1 ~i~ijf~~ = 1 and t2i = n[$= 1~7. Therefore, proceeding as in the non-zero genus case, 
we can choose n E N, & E G such that g = r&r% where h E G6 and n(@ E M. Furthermore, we 
can choose 5 to be in the normal closure in G of {6,, . . . , Sk} viewed as elements of G. 
Therefore it will suffice to show [cl, Sj] E Ga for fixedj. Assume [cl, Sj] E G, for allj. The 
proof will be complete if we show [ci, Sj] E G,+ 1 for any $xed j. 
6.5. LEMMA. [c:, Sj] E G6 wherever q is an integer dividing nl such that (Iraq, pj) = 1. 
Proofi Consider [c;, clixij’p?‘]. Since c”, ’ IS of order n,/q in G modulo its center, and 
similarly ci ni~i~‘p:’ is of order py, the commutator lies in Gd by Proposition 2.5. It follows that 
EC”,, Sj] lies in G6 since 6j is a product of such powers of cls (use Proposition 2.15). [7 
It follows from Lemma 6.5 (by taking q = py~) that [c,, Sj]pyJ E GD+ I. To conclude that 
[ci, Sj] E G,+i it will now suffice to show [cr, 6j]’ E GP.+.i where q = nl/py~ since 
(q, PS’J) = 1. 
6.6. LEMMA. n$= 16j E G&V. 
Proot Recall that n$= 1 6, = n$= lfl$ i c:rXij’P:(‘. The factors of 6j commute in G/G8 
with the factors of 6, if j # k, since the commutator of two such factors is of the form [a, b] 
where up: E N, bPrs N, so [a, b] E G;, by Proposition 2.5. Therefore ni= 1 6j 5 rl[T! 1 n;= t 
‘i 
n+jP? in G/Gd. Since xx 1 n~xij/p~ = 1, ni= 1 6, z cl ._. c, z 6’ in G,iGa, completing the 
proof. 17 
Using Lemma 6.6, we see that [c,, Sj]” z [ci, 6i . . . ~j . . . S614 modulo GB+l. Since we 
assumed [cl, S,] E G, for all k, the latter term is congruent to (nk +, [c,, S,])” and hence 
nk + jCc”l, &I module G,+ I ( using Proposition 2.1). Since (nl/q, pk) = (~71, pk) = 1, we can 
apply Lemma 6.5 to conclude that Cc”,, S,] E Gs and hence that [cl, Sj]” E G,+ 1, thus 
finishing the proof that G,+ i = Gs in the genus zero, closed, case of Theorem 6.2. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 6.2. 0 
In general, the fundamental group of a compact Seifert fibered 3-manifold has one of the 
following forms. 
t, ~1, h, . . . , ag, b,, ~1, . . . , cm, dl, . . . , d,Icy = tSs, [ci, t] = 1,. 
= UitUi- ’ = t”‘, bitb; ’ = t”‘, d$Li; 1 = Pi, t’nCjndf = If [Ui, bJ fl) 
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l 4 al, ... , a,, Cl, ... 2 Cm,dl, . . ..dkIC1'=tS'.[Ci,t]= 1, 
6.7. THEOREM. Suppose G is the fundamental group of a compact 3-manifold which 
admits a Seifert jibration whose base surface is not S2 or a connected sum of an odd number 
of RP(2)‘s. Then no non-zero power of the class represented by the regularjber lies in G,. 
(The result holds except when the base is S2 or RP(2) but we do not need this stronger 
fact.) 
Proof: The proof breaks into several cases but in each case we shall construct 
a homomorphism 4 : G -+ H where H is residually nilpotent (H, = {e}) and 4(t) is of infinite 
order. Clearly, this is sufficient. Throughout, with regard to the presentations (1) and (2), let 
X = nyTl?li, let pi = Si(n , + I nj), and let E = ex + CT= 1 pi. 
First we consider the cases in which there is an orientable Seifert fibering (i.e., all Ei, vi, 0i 
are + 1). If the base surface has non-empty boundary or is non-orientable then the regular 
fiber t can easily be seen to be of infinite order in the abelianization (as was noted in the 
proof of Theorem 6.2). Therefore we need only consider the case that the base surface is 
orientable with genus at least one and G has a presentation as in 6.3. Let 
H = (u, b, t 1 [u, t] = [b, t] = e, tE = [u, b]) and let $J(u~) = U, 4(b,) = b, $(ai) = 4(bi) = 0 
for i > 1, 4(t) = P, I = tBc. Note that H is one of the “Heisenberg groups” of(2.13) and is 
nilpotent. Since H is the fundamental group of an orientable circle bundle over the torus, it 
is torsion-free. 
Now consider the case of a non-orientable Seifert fibration over a closed non-orientable 
base surface of genus at least two (since RP(2) is excluded). Here we have a presentation as in 
(2) with k = 0. Without loss of generality we may assume Ei = - 1 for 1 d i < r < g and 
Ei=Eyforr<i~g.LetH=(u,b,tlutu-‘=t-’,btb-’=t”,t”=a2b2)whereweuse 
the + sign if the number Of Ei equal to - 1 is odd. Let 4(t) = tX, $(Ci) = tBr and 4(a1) = a. If 
the number of Ci equal to - 1 is odd then let 4(a2) = a, $(u3) = a-‘, #(ad) = a, 4(as) = a-‘, 
et cetera, ending with 4(a,) = a- ‘, and let @(a,) = b and $(ai) = 0 for r < i < g. Otherwise, 
let 4(u2) = b, ~$(a~) = b-‘, 4(u4) = b, . . . , et cetera and 4(ai) = 0 if Et = + 1. We shall 
argue that H is residually a finite 2-group, hence residually nilpotent. Let E? be the kernel of 
the epimorphism ‘4’: H + Z2 x Z2 obtained by Y(a) = (1, 0), Y(b) = (0, 1) and Y(t) = 0. 
Since there is an exact sequence 1 -+ (t> -+ H : K + 1 where K = (a, b 1 a2b2 = 1) is the 
group of the Klein Bottle, there is an exact sequence 1 + (t) + fi + Z x Z + 1 since the 
kernel of induced map K --t Z2 x Z2 is the group of a torus. Moreover, t is central in E? since 
l? is generated by a2, b2, [a, b], ba2b-’ and ab2a-‘. Therefore I? is one of the Heisenberg 
groups as discussed above. By 3.1 it will suffice to show that the Heisenberg group (a, b, t I 
[a, t] = [b, t] = 1, te = [a, b]) is residually a finite 2-group. For this it suffices, for any 
integer n, to find a quotient which is a finite 2-group in which t” survives. But 
(a, b, t 1 [a, t] = [b, t] = a*” = b*’ = t2” = 1, te = [a, b]) is such a group. 
Next consider the case of a non-orientable Seifert fibration with a closed orientable base 
surface (of genus at least 1). Here we have a presentation as in (1) with k = 0 and g 2 1. We 
can assume g1 = - 1. Then let H = (a, 6, tlata-’ = t-l, btb-’ = t”‘, t” = [a, b]) and let 
I = t”‘, 4(t) = tX, C#I(LI~) = U, 4(b,) = b and otherwise I = 0 if ei = + 1 or 4(ai) = u if 
Ei = - 1 and I = 0 if rli = + 1 or I = LI if rli = - 1. It is easy to see that t is of 
infinite order in H by calculating, for example, that t is of infinite order in the abelianization 
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of the kernel of the epimorphism H + Z2 given by sending a and b to 1. We see that H is 
residually nilpotent as follows. The commutator subgroup H2 is normally generated by 
[a, b], [a, t] and [Tb, t] and hence normally generated by t’, where T = 1 if e is odd, and r = 2 
if e is even. Thus H2 is the subgroup generated by t’. It follows by induction that H, is the 
infinite cyclic subgroup (r2”- ‘) Z c Z generated by tr2”-‘. Hence H, = (e}. 
Now consider the case of a non-orientable Seifert fibration with a non-orientable 
base surface with non-empty boundary. Let H = (t, al, . . . , a,, dl, . . . , dk_ 1 ) a&a; 1 = P, 
djtdi’ = to’, [a(, dj] = [Ui, aj] = [di, dj] = l), and let 4(ci) = Pa, 4(t) = tX, +(a() = ai, 
#(dj)=djifj # kand46(dk)=(t”llj.kdj)-‘Ila2.ThenH is clearly a semi-direct product 
of a free abelian group with Z (generated by t) and H, = 2”-‘2 c Z by [37,3,1] or by direct 
calculation. Thus H is residually nilpotent. 
Finally, we have the case of a non-orientable Seifert fibration with an orientable base 
surface with non-empty boundary. Then the procedure just above works (solve for dk and let 
all ai, bi, di commute) to yield a map to a semi-direct product as above. Note that 
g = 0, k = 1 is not possible for a non-orientable Seifert fibration. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.7. c3 
6.8. THEOREM. The fundamental group G of a compact Seifert jibered 3-manifold whose 
base surface is neither Sz nor a connected sum of an odd number of projective planes has length 
at moot o. if the base surface is S2, G has lengthy at most o + 1. 
Proof: G is the extension of a Fuchsian group P by the cyclic subgroup N generated by 
the regular fiber t. From the proof of Theorem 5.6 we see that T(P) is the normal closure of 
a set of elements [n(ai), x(fii)] where Oli and /3i are conjugates of a power of some Cj. But any 
conjugate of Cj commutes with t since Cj commutes with t. Hence, by 6.1, G, = (N n G,)Ga. 
By6.7 NnG,=( e so G, = Gd and G has length at most o. 3 
If the base surface is 5” then the Seifert fibration must have orientable fibers and hence is 
covered by Theorem 6.2. 0 
On the other hand, almost all Seifert fibered 3-manifold groups have length at least w. 
6.9. PROPOSITION. If nl(X) is not abelian then G, the group of a SeifertJibered 3-manifold, 
has length at least co. 
Proof There is an epimorphism G + xi (X) so by Proposition 2.2(a) and Theorem 3.3, 
length (G) > co. 
6.10. PROPOSITION. Zf M is SeifertJibered and rank (H,(M)) 2 4 then length (X,(M)) > cu. 
Proof From 6.3 and 6.4 we see that rank (H,(M)) 6 2g + k + 1 if X is orientable and 
g + k + 1 if X is non-orientable. By Proposition 6.9 we may assume X is RP(2), a Moebius 
band, an annulus, a torus, D2 or S2. But in these cases rank (H,(M)) < 3. q 
6.11. THEOREM. If G is thefundamental group of a compact Seifertfibered 3-maniJold with 
base surface X such that 7~~ (X) is not abelian and X is not a connected sum of an odd number of 
projective planes, then G has length co. 
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7. 3-MANIFOLD GROUPS HAVE THE SAME LOWER CENTRAL SERIES AS HYPERBOLIC 
3-MANIFOLD GROUPS 
In this section we will show that, for any closed, oriented 3-manifold there is a hyper- 
bolic 3-manifold (in particular a prime 3-manifold with torsion-free fundamental group) 
whose groups have the same length and the same lower central series quotients. This is very 
similar in spirit to earlier work of Robert Myers and Chuck Livingston on homology 
cobordisms between 3-manifolds [48,39]. In our situation, however, an homology cobor- 
dism to a hyperbolic 3-manifold is not sufficient since such only preserves the isomorphism 
type of G/G@ for finite values of a, and therefore does not preserve length (see Proposition 
9.1). The stronger result needed here is implied by a theorem of D. Ruberman [52, Theorem 
2.6 and Corollary 2.71. Recent work of Akio Kawauchi on “almost identical imitations” is 
also closely related [30,31]. Ruberman’s result proves even more than we need so we 
include our own very similar (but shorter) proof. 
7.1. THEOREM. (Ruberman [52; Theorem 2.61). Let M be a closed, connected, oriented 
3-munifold. There exists a closed, connected, oriented hyperbolic 3-manifold X and a degree 
one map f: X + M which induces isomorphisms on all integral homology groups. 
7.2. COROLLARY. Suppose M is a closed, connected, oriented 3-manifold with rtl(M) E G. 
Then there is a closed, connected, oriented hyperbolic 3-manifold X with rtI(X) E P and an 
epimorphismf,: P -+ G which induces an isomorphismf,: P/P% + GiGa for each ordinal tl. The 
length of P is equal to the length of G. 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. Using Theorem 7.1, the degree one map induces an epimorphism 
f, : P -+ G which satisfies the hypotheses of Stalling’s theorem 1.1. It follows that eachf, is an 
isomorphism. It then follows easily from this that the lengths are equal. 0 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Let T be a “standard trivial” embedding of the wedge W of 
k circles into S3. A tame embedding g : W -+ S3 is called characteristic if there is an 
orientation-preserving homeomorphism 4 : S3 + S3 such that 4 0 g = T and 4(S3-image 
g) = S3-image T. In other words there is a degree one map rel boundary from E(g) 
(the exterior of image (g) ) to E(T). It is well known that g is characteristic if (and only if) 
g defines a boundary tangle, one such that the k component “knots” g(S’) bound pairwise 
disjoint (except at wedge point) embedded, oriented surfaces in S3 [7,44]. The theorem will 
follow from the existence of characteristic, simple, Haken tangles. By this we mean 
a characteristic embedding g whose exterior N = E(g) is irreducible, with incompressible 
boundary, such that every properly embedded incompressible torus or annulus is boundary 
parallel. 
7.3. LEMMA. For any k > 1 there exists a characteristic tangle g whose exterior N is 
a simple, Haken 3-manifold (with incompressible boundary). 
Assuming Lemma 7.3, choose a Heegard splitting of genus k with k 3 2 for M. 
Identifying E(T) with the handlebody of genus k and M with E(T) L(LE(T) for some 
homeomorphism $ of &ZZ(T), there is a degree one map f: E(g)% E(g) -+ 
E(T) 9 E(T) = M which is an isomorphism on homology. Moreover, X = E(g) q E(g) 
is a simple Haken manifold [47, Lemma 3.31 which is hyperbolic by Thurston [46]. 
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Proof of Lemma 7.3. Fix k > 2. Let h: I%’ -+ S3 be a 2k-string simple Haken tangle (see 
[48, Proposition 4.1 and Proof of 5.21). Let P’ denote S1 x S1 with an open disk deleted. 
Choose an identification d, of (II:= i F’) x [0, 11 with a regular neighborhood of image(h). Let 
F be the complement in F’ of a small open collar of dF’, and let Fi be a copy of F lying in the 
ith copy of F in tlf= 1 F’. Let N be the manifold obtained from E(h) by identifying 4(Fi x (0)) 
with 4(Fi x (1)) for i = 1, . . . , k. Note that N = E(g) where g: V:=iS -+ S3 and g re- 
stricted to the ith circle is h restricted to #(aFi x (l/2}). Since {&dF,), #(aF,), . . . , +(aF,}) 
is a boundary link, g is a boundary tangle and hence characteristic. It remains only to show 
that N is simple, irreducible and has incompressible boundary. This is a standard glueing 
result [49, Lemma 2.13. cl 
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
8. 3-MANIFOLD GROUPS WITH LENGTH GREATER THAN co. 
Let K be the fundamental group of the Klein bottle. We shall show that, for any odd 
integer q, C = K * Z, has length at least 20. This demonstrates that there are closed, 
orientable 3-manifolds whose groups have length at least 20. For there is a twisted interval 
bundle over the Klein bottle whose total space is an orientable 3-manifold Y with boundary 
a torus. Letting X be the “double” of Y along its boundary observe, that Y is a retract of 
X and hence zi( Y) 2 K is a retract of al(X). Therefore, C is a retract of z,(X) * Z, and so 
the length of ni(X) * 2, is at least 2~0 by Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 8.1. But this group is 
the fundamental group of the closed, orientable 3-manifold X # L(q, 1). 
8.1. THEOREM. Let K = (u, t 1 utu-’ = t- ‘) be the Klein bottle group and q be an odd 
positive integer. Then C = K * Z, has length at least 2~. Zf K’ has K as retract then K’ * Z, 
has length at least 2~. 
8.2. COROLLARY. There exist closed, ~~yperbo~~c 3-man~old groups of length at feast 2~. 
Proof The argument in the first paragraph above shows that the group of X # L(q, 1) 
has length at least 2~. Then apply Corollary 7.2. 
Proofof Theorem 8.1. We can assume q is prime since if q = mn then K * Z, is a retract 
ofK*Z,,. The proof is accomplished in the following stages. We consider the presentation 
c = (u, s, t 1 utu -I= t-l,@ = 1). 
8.3. LEMMA. C, is the normal subgroup generated by [s, t]. 
The following enables us to find a presentation for C/C,,, for any k E Z+. 
8.4. LEMMA. If A4 C is the subgroup normally generated by (a, / a E J> and B-=I C is the 
subgroup generated by {b,] /I E J’f then [A, B] is the subgroup normally generated by 
{[a,, bpl I a E J, P E 5’3. 
8.5. LEMMA. [s, t] is of order q in H2(C/C,). 
8.6. LEMMA. Hz(C) -+ H,(C/C,+,) is not surjective. 
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Lemma 8.6 implies Theorem 8.1 since by Stalling& theorem the cokernel of rc*: 
Hz(C) + H2(CIG+k) is Cw+klCw+k+ 1. It follows that the length of C is greater than w + k 
for all k E Z+, and hence at least 20. Lemma 8.5 is not strictly necessary but is much easier 
to prove than Lemma 8.6 and is enough to show that the length of C is greater than o, since 
Hz(C) z H,(K)@ H,(Z,) z 0 and so H2(C/C,) E C,/C,+1 by Stallings’ theorem. 
Proofof Lemma 8.3. Since [a, tk] = t( - ‘)‘, [u, [u, . , [u, t]] . . . ] = t( - *)” so t2’ E C,+ 1 (in 
fact it lies in K, + i). Thus t is a generalized 2-element because it has order a power of 2 in 
each C/C,, j E Z+ By 2.4, [s, t] E C,. Now it suffices to show that B = C/([s, t]) is 
residually nilpotent. The group B has presentation (u, t, s 1 utu- ’ = t-‘, sq, [s, t]). Note 
that the subgroup J generated by t is normal and infinite cyclic. Moreover there is 
a semi-direct product decomposition B = Jx(Z * Z,) where Z * Z, = (u, s 1 s”). J is 
a Z[Z *Z,] module where u,(tk) = tCk and s*(tk) = tk. Levine has shown that, since Z * Z, 
is residually nilpotent (see Proposition 2.7), B, z fi% 1 IjJ where I is the augmentation 
ideal of Z [Z * Z,] [37]. Suppose w = w(u, s) is an element of Z * Z,. Since s acts trivially on 
J, the action w.+ is equal to ut where m is the exponent sum of u in w. Thus, IJ = I’J where I
is the augmentation ideal of J as a Z[u, u-‘1 module. Similarly ZjJ = (Z’)jJ and the latter is 
easily seen to be 2jJ. Therefore B, = n,E 1 2’J = (e} as desired. 0 
Proof of Lemma 8.4. Since [A, B] is normally generated by elements of the form 
[x, y] where x E A, y E B. We know x = flqiai’ ‘y; i. Using the identities [ab, c] = 
a [b, c] a- 1 [a, c] and [a, bc] = [a, b] b [a, c] b- ’ we see that [x, y] is a product of conju- 
gates of elements of the form [b * ‘, ya + Iv- ‘1 and their inverses, where b is a generator of 
B and a is a normal generator of A. Now use the identity 
Cb, vW1l = yCb, alum’vCCv_‘, bl, alrl-l 
where y = bvb- ’ and then expand the triple commutator by using [ab, c] = 
a[b, c]a-‘[a, c] and the fact that [q-l, b] is a product of generators of B (or their inverses). 
This shows that [A, B] is normally generated by elements of the form [ah ‘, bd ‘1. Since 
[x”,y-‘I is conjugate to [x”,y] and [x-‘,y] =yx-‘y-‘[x,y]-‘yxy-‘, the result 
follows. 0 
Proof of Lemma 8.5. Let B = C/C, as in Lemma 8.3 above. Let D be the normal 
subgroup of B generated by {s, t} so there is a split short exact sequence 
where Z is generated by u. A presentation for D is (Si, t, i E Zlsf = 1 [Si, t”‘] = 1 Ei = ( - 1)i) 
where f(si) = d~t.-~ and f(t) = t. Thus, D g Z x (*s _ ,Z,) generated by t and {si} and 
H,(D) z X g _ m Z, generated by { [si, P] 1 i E Z} which we denote {eili E Z}. There is then 
an exact sequence: 
u* - id u. -id, 
H,(D)- H,(D)A H,(B)?. H,(D) -H,(D) + . 
Since u*(t) = t-’ and u*(si) = si+ i, U, ([Si, t”‘]) = [Si+ 1, t”‘“]. Thus u*(ei) = ei+ 1 and SO 
H,(W<u, - id) is Z, generated by [s, t] = e,. It follows from the exact sequence that 
H,(B) 2 Z, generated by [s, t]. 0 
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8.4. LEMMA. H2(C) + H2(C,Km+J is not surjectiue (so the Iengrh of C is at least 2~). 
Proo$ Let D’ be the normal subgroup of B = C/C o+k generated by (s, t}. From Lemmas 
8,3 and 8.4 we know that Cofk is the normal closure of ([S,, [S,, . . . , 
[ii,, [s, t]] . . . ]] 1 di E {u, s, t}). There is an exact sequence 1 -+ D’ + B --f Z + 1 and D’ has 
a presentation (si, tls; = 1 [6;, [S;, .,. , [S:, [Si, ti]] . . I I]} where the latter relations are 
rewritten using tctit~ - t;+‘, and US;U-~ - s;+ 1 (SO here 5; = uisuBi, ti = u’fu-’ = if- L)i)m We 
now anslyse H,(D’, Z,). Let F = the free group on {si, t 1 i E Z}, and R denote the relation 
subgroup of D’ so D’ = F/R. It will be more convenient to work with the mod 4 lower 
central series [53]. This differs from the ordinary lower central series in that, for non-limit 
ordinals, G, + t,q - G +I= G,?, where, in general, for any subgroup U of G, G # u is the 
subgroup generated by all elements of the form [g, u] $’ for g E G u, v E U. Since R s F2,q 
there is a natural homomorphism 4: RJR #F + F2,4jF3,4. Note that if x E F,, then 
[UJ] =( z1x u x t-) -1 ies in F,,, also. Therefore, the relation [S:, . . . [sj, ti]] lies in Ei3,* unless ench 
Si is tl. And the relation [u, [u, + ,. [sir ti]] equals fl:= 1(u - id),([si, li]) in the abelian group 
F2,q/F3,q. It follows that the image of $ is generated by ($) and ((u’ - id): ([si, ti]) 1 i E 2). 
We have the long exact sequence with coefficients in 2, : 
ll* ~ id 
H,(P)-H,(D’)~ H~(B)-+H~(D’)---+ H,(D’)-. 
By [53, Theorem 2.11, H,(P) z R/R # F, so the cokernel of (u, - id} maps, via 4, onto the 
image of Q modulo the image of ~o(u, - id). The image of $o(u, - id) is the subgroup 
generated by {s:+~ - ~9, (u - id)y’([s;, ~1) ( i E Z). Since ti = h- *‘and [s, t-l] - - [si, #] 
in &.p/&,qr all the ti’s in the above may be replaced by t’s. Thus, it suffices to show that the 
subgroup generated by {(u - id): ([si, t])} module the subgroup generated by 
fCu - id):’ ’ b tl)j is non-trivial for each fixed k E 2,. It is well known that F2,JF3,, is 
a Z,-vector space with basis Y = {s;, P9 [Si, t], [si, sj] I I >j}. It is an easy exercise that the 
following is also a basis: (here let cli = [Sip c]) 9’ = {.$, tq, [SIT Sj], ao, a1 - Q, . . . , 
(u - id): ao, (u - id)k,* ’ q>. Since image of 4 contains (u - id): CQ, for example, it is non- 
trivial even upon quotient by {(u ~ id):+’ Yi>* In fact, F&F3,q rnodulo {(u - id)k,+‘IKi, 
q 
Si+l - $1 has basis 9” = {sz, tq, #zxo, a1 - ‘zo, . . . , (u - id): cc,> z Zi’ 3. The elements 
(u - id): a0 and SE are basis elements, It follows that the image of H,(D’) 2 H,(B) maps onto 
Z, x Z, with [tl, [u, . ._ [u, [s, t]]] mapping to (1,O) and sq mapping to (OJ). Therefore 
HJB;Z,) is of Z4 rank at least 2. Since Hz(C;Zg) z Z,, the map n,: H,(C) + H,(B) is 
not surjective. Since K: C + B is an isomorphism on H1, by the naturality of the 
Universal Coefficient Theorem, it follows that Hz(C) + Hz{@ is not surjcctivc on integral 
homology. 0 
This completes the proof of Lemma 8.6 and of Theorem 8.1. 
There are other 3-manifolds with very long fundamental groups. Let X, be the 
oriented 3-manifold obtained by Ip, p, 0) Dehn surgery on the Borromean Rings as shown 
in Fig. 1. 
8.7. THEOREM. IJ’(y, p) = 1 then X, # I&, t) ( UP connatod sum r$X, with any manifold 
with nl equal to Z,) hers ~1 fundamentul group whose length is et Ieust 201. 
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Fig. 1. 
We shall not prove this theorem since its proof is similar to but much harder than that of 
Theorem 8.1. Letting s generate the Z, as before, first one shows that C = A*Z, = 
nI (X,) * n1 (L(q, 1)) has a presentation 
Then one shows by induction that x and y are generalized p-elements, specifically that 
xpk and ypx lie in Ak+ 1 where A = rcr (X,). It follows that [x, s] and [y, s] lie in G,. One then 
shows that G/([x, s], [y, s]) is o-nilpotent by observing that the latter group is a semidirect 
product Z x Zxl(Z * Z,) where Z x Z = (x, y) and calculating that the action is nilpotent. 
The final (messy) step is to show that the cokernel of H2(G; Z,) + III~(G/G,+~; Z,) maps 
onfo Z, x Z, by examining the exact sequences related to the subgroup D (of infinite cyclic 
index) of G/Go + k which is normally generated by {x, y, s}. The interested reader may write 
to the authors for a copy of these calculations. 
Finally, replacing X, of Theorem 8.7 by (p, 0) surgery on a Whitehead link also works 
although a complete proof has been written down only for p = 4. 
9. LENGTH OF THE LOWER CENTRAL SERIES AND HOMOLOGY COBORDISM 
We shall say that two finitely presented groups G and G’ are homology cobordant if there 
exists a third finitely-presented group H and homomorphismsf: G -+ H,f’: G’ + H which 
induce isomorphisms on Hi and epimorphisms on Hz. Then if two compact manifolds are 
homology cobordant in the usual sense, their fundamental groups will be homology 
cobordant. If we also insist that the images off and f’ normally generate H, two groups 
are homology cobordant if and only if they have isomorphic algebraic closures, in the 
sense of J. Levine ([35], see especially Propositions 5 and 6). As mentioned in Section 1, 
Stallings’ theorem implies that the isomorphism type of G/G,,, n finite, is an invariant of 
homology cobordism. It follows that the length of G is an invariant of homology cobordism 
if the length of G is finite. If it were true that length were an invariant of homology 
cobordism, then all slice link exteriors would have groups of length w since any slice link 
exterior is homology cobordant to a trivial link exterior. It would follow that the Parafree 
Conjecture is true for a large class of groups (see Theorem 1.5). However, we shall observe 
below that length is not an invariant of homology cobordism. In fact, an example was 
already found in [36, Section 61 although it was not explicitly pointed out. Since the 
known examples will fail to be “weakly parafree” (F/F,, E G/G,, for all finite II (see Section 
l)), this leaves open the possibility that length might be invariant under homology cobor- 
dism of weakly parafree groups for the simple reason that all such groups may have length 
at most tr). 
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9.1. PROPOSITION (compare Levine [36, Section 61). There existjinitely presented groups 
B and C and a homomorphism f: B + C whose image normally generates C and which induces 
an isomorphism on HI and an epimorphism on Hz but where length(C) > o and length(B) = o. 
Proof: LetB=(u,s,tl[s,t]=e,utu-‘=t-‘),C=(u,s,t,I[s,t3]=e,utu-‘=t-’) 
and define f (u) = u, f (s) = s and f (t) = t3. Since HI(B) and HI(C) are Z x Z x Z2 where t is 
an element of order 2, f induces an isomorphism on HI. We claim that Hz(C) E Z 
generated by [s, t3]. To see this let D be the normal subgroup generated by {s, t}. Then 
D has presentation (si, t 1 [Si, t3”,]) where i E Z, si = u~.sU-~ and Ei = ( - l)i, SO H,(D) is free 
abelian on the set {xi 1 i E Z} where mi = [si, t3”]. There is an exact sequence as below 
u* - id II* - id 
-+ Hz(D)- H,(D) + Hz(C) + H,(D)- H,(D) +. 
Since U*(Cti) = U[Si, t3”‘]U-’ = cXi+ 1, the cokernel of u.,, - id on H2 is Z, generated by 
a0 = [s, t3]. It is easily seen that U* - id is injective on H,(D) so Hz(C) E Z generated by 
[s, t3]. By an entirely analogous argument, H,(B) z Z generated by [s, t]. Since 
f([s, t]) = [s, t3],f induces an isomorphism on HZ. 
But note that B is isomorphic to the quotient of C by the normal subgroup generated by 
[s, t]. We claim that the kernel of this map n: C + B is C,. First, [s, t] E C, since, assuming 
[s, t] E C,,, we see that [s, t13 = [s, t3] = 0 modulo C,+ 1 and [s, t]‘” = [s, t2”] = 0 modulo 
Cn+l since t is a generalized 2-element. Moreover, B is residually nilpotent since it has 
a semidirect product decomposition 1 -+Z-*B-+Z*Z-+lwhereZisgeneratedbyt.It 
follows that B, = {e} just as in the proof of 8.3. Therefore the length of B is cc) (B is not 
nilpotent since it maps onto Z * Z). 
Finally, by Stallings’ theorem, C,/C, + 1 is isomorphic to the cokernel of H,(C) 4 H,(B). 
But x.+([s, t3]) = [s, t3] E [s, t3] in H,(B) so C,/C,+ 1 z Z3. Hence, the length of C is at 
leasto+ 1. 0 
It would take more work to find an example which could be realized by an homology 
cobordism of 3-manifolds but this should not be difficult. 
10. QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS 
1. Prove that any planar discontinuous group has length at most w (see Theorem 5.6 
and Corollary 5.9). 
2. Prove that the fundamental group of a compact Seifert fibered 3-manifold has length 
at most o (see Theorem 6.8). 
3. What lengths are possible for fundamental groups of compact 3-manifolds? Are there 
restrictions on G,/G,+ 1? (see [SS]). 
4. Does the fundamental group of the exterior of a ribbon link in S3 have length o? (see 
Theorem 1.7). 
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